January 21, 2014

Restoring The Republic
Part I
By Rick Joyner

For many years now we have been saying that each year would be more
challenging than the last. I don’t think we have been wrong yet. What can we expect for
2014? It will be even more challenging too, but that does not mean it will not be a great
year. Keeping in mind that victories don’t come without battles, and no great victories
without great battles, this is the year we can expect some breakthroughs and a turning.
Now is the time to see these crises/opportunities and prepare for them.
2013 gave us shocking revelations, unprecedented in American history, of the
government’s use of the IRS to intimidate and control political opposition, domestic spying
by the NSA, and the building of an apparatus that could be used for totalitarian control
even beyond the imagination of the authors of 1984 and Animal Farm. The year ended
with Obamacare collapsing, the Administration reeling, stock markets soaring, and the
politically incorrect Duck Dynasty rising in popularity far past the President or any other
politician. We can learn much from these signs.
Not everyone who stood up for Phil Robertson of Duck Dynasty agreed with him.
However, there was a rising agreement that he had the right to say what he thinks without
being penalized. Repulsion to political correctness is on the rise as well as a refreshing
embracing of anyone with clear speech and the courage to say what they actually think.
This is certainly a good sign.
The revelations of our government’s domestic spying apparatus should have
caused the greatest outrage of Americans. The relative passivity of Americans about this
is troubling. However, there are also signs that people are waking up to this threat as well.
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As the saying goes, “If you do not change your direction, you will end up where you
are headed.” Therefore, we will look at these and other major revelations that are
illuminating ultimate issues with serious consequences. We will do this using a slightly
modified version of The Three Great Questions:
Where are we headed?
Where should we be headed?
What can we do about it?

Where Are We Headed?
First we need to understand that where our government is headed may not be
where the people are headed or want their government headed. There is a growing
disconnect between the will of the people and the Federal Government.
You can be a liberal and not be a socialist. You can be a socialist and not be a
Marxist. One of the most destructive deceptions at this time is to judge others, especially
other people groups, by their most extreme elements. That being said, America’s turn to
the left has gone past classical liberalism toward socialism, with momentum towards
Marxism.
The Federal Government has been steering us in this direction, although the
general population of America remains steadfastly on the conservative side of moderate.
A recent study revealed that those who identified themselves as liberal actually increased
by 10%. However, that was from 17% to 27% with more than twice that percentage
identifying themselves as conservatives. America remains a basically moderate nation,
slightly leaning toward the conservative side.

Democracy is Being Destroyed
Even though America still leans slightly to the conservative side of moderate, that
may never again be reflected in voting without election laws that protect the validity and
sanctity of the vote. Consider these facts:
In every swing state where voter I.D. was required, Romney won in 2012. In the
major swing states of Ohio and Pennsylvania where no voter I.D. was required, dozens of
precincts had 100% of the vote go to Obama. Some precincts counted more votes (all for
Obama) than there were registered voters in the precincts. This is simply not possible. As
even the Democratic Party pollster Patrick Caddell stated, “This election was within the
margin of fraud.”
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Where Should We Be Headed?
The American Republic must be restored. The Constitution must be restored as
the supreme law of the land.

What Can We Do About It?
Restoring the integrity of the vote is fundamental to the true will of the people ever
being done in America again. How can we require an I.D. for buying a pack of cigarettes
and not require one to vote? Even the U.N. declared that it is not possible to have a
legitimate election without voter I.D.
Overwhelming evidence shows that the 2012 election was not a legitimate election.
Increasing doubt will be cast on every election from now on if basic voter I.D. laws are not
implemented with all voter fraud being considered a serious felony with serious penalties,
and serious enforcement.
Voting is the foundation of democracy. To the degree that this most basic of all
rights, upon which all of our other rights depend, is so abused, we no longer have true
democracy in America. We should challenge the legitimacy of any election where voter
I.D. is not required and enforced.
Those who promote voter fraud by being against voter I.D. should be considered
the enemies of democracy that they are—an enemy of the most basic right of every
American to have their vote count.
The Secretary of State of each state is the one who authenticates elections. It was
reported that the Administration invested heavily in this office in some states. Why?
Obviously, this is a position where the utmost integrity is required to preserve integrity in
elections. Without giving this position the importance it deserves, major voter fraud will
continue.
Laws should be passed and enforced that any government official who
compromises the integrity of any election is guilty of treason—because they are. Voter
fraud is the most basic attack against the American Republic and the Constitution.
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Upcoming Events and Specials

http://www.morningstarministries.org/schools/morningstar-university

http://www.morningstarministries.org/store/other-items/morningstar-journal-automatically-renews-yearly#.Ut7DQdIo5dg

http://www.morningstarministries.org/store/books/rick-joyner/path-0#.Ut7CY9Io5dg

http://www.theoakinitiative.org/content/oak-donation
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